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Forty-five years ago this month
I raised my hand with a roomful of
other young fellows in Dallas and
recited an oath that delivered us
into the United States Army. Later
that afternoon I settled into the first
airliner seat I’d ever been in and
clutched a paperback novel I’d just
bought in the airport gift shop.
It was “The
Godfather,” by
Mario Puzo,
which had been
published a few
years before
and had just
THE WORDSMITH been made into
a film that was
destined to be widely considered
one of the best two or three movies
of all time.
Of course, I didn’t know how good
the film was then, since I hadn’t
seen it yet.
Truth be told, I didn’t know much,
period. I had just turned 20, had
taken an unproductive first stab at
college, and had been working as a
clerk at a Gibson’s Discount Center
in the automotive department, an
assignment for which I was totally
unqualified. Finally, Uncle Sam took
notice of my less than spectacular
accomplishments thus far and sent
along my draft notice.
Jump forward to the fact that my
stint in the service would turn me
(Continued on Page 11)
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With a solar eclipse anticipated in the United States in less than a week, NASA warns that not all solar
eclipse viewing glasses are safe. (Dreamstime/TNS)

It’s a different world 40 years after Elvis Presley died
By Danny Tyree

Special to The Bulletin

When I think about the 40th
anniversary of the death of Elvis
Presley (August 16), it seems we
were living in a completely different
world in 1977.
News of his passing was relayed
by television, radio, word of mouth
or the next morning’s newspaper.
Tweets, blogs and podcasts were
far in the future. Grief over his
demise was expressed with hugs,
tears and wreaths, not emojis.
Later in the year, when one of my
high school classmates (hi, Tavye!)

Aug. 26

protested the sparsity of coverage
of the plane crash that killed three
members of the Lynyrd Skynyrd
band compared to the hoopla over
Elvis, she had to do it via a snail
mail Letter To The Editor designed
for publication in a paper-and-ink
periodical.
Distraught fans would talk about
“that movie Elvis did with what’s-hername,” since (in that pre-Wikipedia
world) they didn’t have his biography
and discography at their fingertips.
One of my customers at the
convenience market where I worked
(Continued on Page 7)

It’s hard to believe, but schools
are about to start up all around the
county. That endless summer has
once again come to an end.
But in August? It is still summer.
The weather is nice, the beaches
are hot, and the resorts are still
booked.
Looking back at my high school
and college days,
I walked away
on the last day
of class, thinking
that summer
would last forever. September
was so very far
RAMBLINGS away.
I didn’t have
a care in the world except to pack
up and drive to my job at a summer
camp. It was one big social event
that went on for a couple of months.
And then it all came to an end,
unfortunately, because I had to get
back to real life and sign up for fall
classes. Back in those days, we
actually had to be on campus to
sign up. We couldn’t do it online,
because there was no online.
So, why are kids going back to
school in the middle of August?
According to a CNN report, not
all kids are returning to school in
mid-August. Some already have
returned. Students in Chandler, AZ.
started classes on July 20. Can you
imagine sitting around watching the
4th of July fireworks and thinking
that in a couple of weeks summer
vacation would be over?
Public schools in Atlanta, GA.
started back on Aug. 5. Perry Township, IN. and Hawaii started July 29.
(Continued on Page 6
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Remember the rock group Blondie? Sexy and 72, lead singer Debbie Harry still rocks hard with bandmates
By Ed Condran

The News & Observer (Raleigh, N.C.) (TNS)

“Sexy and 17” is an old Stray
Cats hit from a generation ago. But
what about sexy and 70? Debbie
Harry is the answer to that question.
The lead singer of Blondie, 72,

still looks and sounds great in her
twilight years. Harry strutted around
the World Cafe stage like a sex
kitten during the NON-COMM music
conference in Philly three months
ago.
Her band remains impressive as

IT’S THE PERFECT CRIME, MAN; NO WAY THEY’LL FIND
US: Two thieves stole about a hundred GPS tracking devices from a
high-tech company in Santa Clara, Calif. To catch them, company officials
simply activated the devices and equipped the police with software to
track them down, which they did in a matter of hours. The cops recovered
the goods along with drugs and other stolen property.
NOOOOO! A 71-year-old man, who robbed a bank in Kansas City,
Kansas, to get away from his wife, was sentenced to six months home
confinement.
SO YOU CAN SEE WHY THE COPS WERE SUSPICIOUS:
Police busted the proprietor of a car wash in Daytona Beach, Fla., for drug
dealing after they raided the place and found lots and lots of drugs but no
equipment for washing cars.
IS THERE A PROBLEM, OFFICER? A man fled the scene of an
accident after he hit a fire hydrant in Parsippany, N.J., and drove off with it
still lodged under his car. Police caught him by following the trail of water
to his home.
I SWEAR SHE MEANT NOTHING TO ME: A woman, perhaps
intoxicated, climbed onto a fellow passenger’s lap on a flight from Manchester, England to the party island of Ibiza, Spain, and appeared by her
unabashed behavior to become very close to him, even though she had
just met him. A video of the encounter went viral, and it was revealed to
the man’s pregnant girlfriend, who was waiting for him back home.
YOU AGAIN!? A man faked illness to get out of paying his bar tab at
a restaurant in Guelph, Ontario, and had the staff call an ambulance to
assist him. He was caught when it was discovered that he had done the
same thing at another establishment earlier in the same evening. Police,
responding to a call that there was a swarm of bees near a bus stop in
Forest Grove, Ore., reported that they were unable to locate any bees in
the area.
IS IT ME, OR DO YOU SENSE THAT SOMETHING BAD IS
ABOUT TO HAPPEN? A car crashed through the front window of a
restaurant in Virgil, Ontario, injuring two psychics who were having lunch
there.
YOU’LL NEVER CATCH ME, COPPER! Police gave chase to a
stolen flatbed delivery truck at 4:30 a.m. along I-59 south in Birmingham,
Ala., but the thief did not know how to drive a vehicle with a manual transmission, and was unable to get it out of first gear. So the truck hit speeds
of only 25-30 mph before the transmission seized.
I WAS SIMPLY DOING SOME RESEARCH: A college coed, who
was arrested for shoplifting at a Walmart in Gillette, Wyo., told police that
she did it because she was working on a term paper about kleptomania.
She had tried to leave the store with $1,900 worth of stolen merchandise,
and had previously tried to steal three flat-screen TVs.
WHAT DO YOU MEAN IT’S NOT A CRIME!? A woman called 911
from the drive-thru at a McDonald’s in Waco because the staff took too
long to serve up her Chicken McNuggets.

well.
“We still love to play,” guitarist
and songwriter Chris Stein says.
“We’ve been around for years, but
we still have that passion.”
And Harry still delivers a performance clinic, engaging the audience with a voice that hasn’t lost
much over the years.
“Debbie is still amazing,” Stein
says. “She still has it. I feel like
we’re in our third act. If we do have
another number one in the UK, we’ll
be tied with the Bee Gees as the
only acts to have number one hits
there in four different decades. Can
you believe that? That’s an incredible accomplishment.”
Another No. 1 hit isn’t such a
crazy notion, either, since Stein and
Harry really know how to write hits.
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Back in the 1970s and early ’80s,
they penned such seminal cuts as
“Heart of Glass,” “Call Me,” “Dreaming” and “Rapture.” And they didn’t
lose their touch in mid-life. In 1999,
the tandem penned “Maria,” which
charted in the United States and
topped the British charts.
“I really believe we could do it
again,” Stein says. “I love having
hits. It’s so nice having one of your
songs on the radio. Once you experience what it feels like to have a hit,
you want more.”
So Blondie, which will perform
Saturday at the Red Hat Amphitheater in Raleigh, is back with “Pollinator,” which dropped in May. The new
album is comprised of tracks that
meld contemporary sounds with the
band’s trademark disco-punk-pop
sound.
“We always want to challenge
ourselves,” Stein says. “We don’t

just want to be one of those bands
that play the old songs. We’re not
here for nostalgia. We’ll play the
older songs, and when we play
them, there are some changes,
some rearrangement. That makes
it interesting for us, and I think it
makes it interesting for the audience. But what makes things really
interesting is playing some new
songs.”

Strange but True

By Bill Sones
and Rich Sones, Ph.D.
Q. Which are we: Planet of
the Cows, or Planet of Homo
sapiens? Stay tuned for a
rather weighty discussion.
A. Bear in mind we can estimate
both cattle zoomass and human biomass with a fair degree of accuracy,
reports Vaclav Smil in “IEEE Spectrum” magazine. In 2015, the Food
and Agricultural Organization of the
United Nations put the global cattle
count at about 1.5 billion head, but
that was before necessary adjustments for age and sex distribution,
yielding a total live cattle zoomass
of some 600 million metric tons.
Similar adjustment must be made
for humanity’s biomass, taking into
account the age and body weights
of populations. For example, “lowincome countries have much higher
shares of children than affluent
nations (in 2015, about 40% in
Africa compared to about 15% in
Europe).
At the same time, the rates of
overweight and obese people range
from negligible (in Africa) to 70%
of the adult population (United
States).” Given a total of 7.4 billion
people, the global anthropomass
was about 370 million metric tons.
So, the numbers say Planet of the
Cows it is.
But that’s not the complete pic-

ture. Taken together, both cows and
humans occupy much of the available land, leaving too little space
for the multitude of other species.
Concludes Smil: “No wonder we are
in the midst of mass-scale species
extinction, with no readily acceptable and effective relief in sight. By
2050 there will be 9 billion people
and, most likely, 2 billion cattle,
together augmenting their already
crushing dominance of Earth.”
Q. On August 21, 2017, a
dramatic total solar eclipse
will traverse the continental
U.S., forming a syzygy in the
process. What in heaven’s
name does this “wyrd” word
mean?
A. The term, pronounced SIZ-uhjee, comes from the Greek “suzugos,” meaning “yoked” or “paired.”
More precisely, in astronomy, it
suggests the alignment of three
celestial bodies, such as the Sun,
Earth and either the moon or a
planet.
A total solar eclipse, like the one
visible in parts of the U.S. in August,
occurs when the New Moon comes
between the Sun and Earth and
casts the darkest part of its shadow
on Earth. Much more commonly, a
Sun-Earth-moon syzygy occurs at
the time of a Full Moon or a New
Moon.
The word also pops up in math,
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poetry and biology where the meaning relates to things being joined
together. For all you word-lovers,
“syzygy” is also the shortest word in
the English language with 3 y’s.
Q. We’ve all heard that
humans have a poor sense
of smell compared to other
mammals, such as dogs and
cats. Yet recent research
labels this “a 19th-century
myth.” Why?
A. Rutgers University behavioral
neuroscientist John McGann in
“Science” magazine argues that the
poor reputation of the human sense
of smell is undeserved, based on
philosophical biases and errors
of interpretation. In fact, there’s
a remarkable consistency in the
number of neurons in the olfactory
bulbs of all mammals, from mice to
humans to elephants.
Furthermore, the results of
odor discrimination tests depend
critically on what is being smelled.
“Dogs may be better than humans
at discriminating the urines on a
fire hydrant and humans may be
better than dogs at discriminating
the odors of fine wine, but few such
comparisons have actual experimental support.”
On the other hand, experiments
have shown that humans are 1000
times more sensitive to certain odorants than are mice or monkeys and
we can discriminate between more
than 1 trillion compounds.
As McGann explains, “Each
person produces a distinct odor …
that permits the discrimination of kin
from non-kin. The contents of this
“body odor cocktail” can drive mate
and food choice, as well as communicating information about anxiety
and aggression. Indeed, our sense
of smell is much more important
than we think.”
(Send STRANGE questions to brothers
Bill and Rich at sbtcolumn@gmail.com)

Did you know?

• Genghis Khan killed so many
people that forests grew and 700
million tons of carbon dioxide were
scrubbed from the atmosphere.
• According to research, the
citizens of Chad have the world’s
healthiest diet, while the population
of Armenia has the worst.
• A baby is born on its due date
just four percent of the time.

Deal of the week: Inexpensive advertising that works is our specialty.
Call (979) 849-5407 and see for yourself.
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Heart scan: What does it detect? How useful are they when it comes to treating heart disease?
Mayo Clinic News Network (TNS)

Dear Mayo Clinic: I’m a 57-yearold man, and my doctor recently
recommended I have a CT scan
of my heart to look for calcium
in my arteries. I’ve never had
heart problems. Is this test really
necessary?
A: A heart scan is used to check
for calcium in the lining of the

Open
Sundays
5:00-9:00
for the
Summer!

heart’s arteries — an early sign of
heart disease. Typically, the test
is most useful in men between 50
to 60 and women 60 to 70 who
may have a moderate risk for heart
disease or whose heart disease risk
is unclear.
Heart disease happens when
arteries in the heart become narrowed or blocked. That’s most often

a result of inflammation and deposits of plaque that build up in the
arteries. Plaque, made up mainly
of calcium, fats and cholesterol,
builds up slowly over time. Calcium
is deposited in the lining of heart
arteries as the body repairs damage
within the artery. Its presence
signals that something is damaging the artery. The damage could
be a result of high blood pressure,
high cholesterol, stress or genetics,
among other factors. A heart scan
can reveal if you have any calcium
in your heart’s arteries.
The test itself doesn’t take long
— usually about 10 to 15 minutes.
The entire appointment may take
up to an hour. The risks associated
with a heart scan are minimal. A
heart scan exposes you to radiation, but the amount is considered
safe. It’s about the same as you’re
naturally exposed to in a year. If
you’re concerned about the risks of

a heart scan, talk with your health
care provider.
The amount of calcium a heart
scan detects — when coupled with
other information, such as your
blood pressure, cholesterol levels,
age, family history and health history — can give your health care
provider valuable information about
your overall risk for developing heart
disease.
Although a heart scan often can
provide helpful information regarding a person’s risk of heart disease,
it’s not right for for everyone. The
test typically is not recommended
for men younger than 40 or women
younger than 50. That’s because
it’s rare to be able to detect calcium
development with a scan during
those younger years.
Also, a heart scan is not necessary for people who already know
they have a high risk of heart
disease or for people who have

symptoms of heart disease. For
these individuals, results of a heart
scan won’t provide any additional
useful information.
For someone in your age range,
though, a heart scan can be an
excellent way to assess the early
signs of heart disease. That’s particularly true if other health conditions or lifestyle factors may point
to a possible increase in your heart
disease risk. If a heart scan shows
calcium deposits, that can help
you and your health care provider
decide on ways to reduce your risk
moving forward. If the test shows
you don’t have calcium in your heart
arteries, that puts you at a low risk
for a heart attack over the next five
years.
It’s important for a heart scan
to be used as part of a comprehensive heart health assessment.
Some medical facilities offer walk-in
heart scans to the general public,
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What is a ‘mini-stroke’ and how does it differ from the more serious stroke we usually hear about?

Mayo Clinic News Network (TNS)

A mini-stroke is a transient
ischemic attack, or TIA. Symptoms of TIA come and go. In many
cases they don’t cause any lasting
problems. But a TIA should not
be ignored because it significantly
increases the risk for having a
stroke in the future.
There are two main kinds of
stroke: ischemic and hemorrhagic.

Hemorrhagic strokes happen when
there’s bleeding into the brain
tissue. They’re much less common
than ischemic strokes. Ischemic
strokes occur when a blocked artery
cuts off the blood supply to the
brain. This type of stroke accounts
for about 85 percent of all strokes.
With TIA, blood flow to the
brain is cut off due to a clot or other
blockage in an artery. The body can

Angleton ISD to issue Golden Cat
passes Aug. 29-30 to fans 62 or older

Angleton ISD will be issuing new Golden Cat activity passes from 4-5 p.m.
on Tuesday, Aug. 29 and Wednesday, Aug. 30 in the AISD Administration
Building (1900 N. Downing) for those who now qualify for the card.
Golden Cat passes allow free entry to any Angleton ISD home activities
that are open to the public for Angleton ISD residents 62 years or older.
Playoff games are not included. The passes are valid for life and do not need
to be renewed.
The only way to ensure a pass by the first home football game is to come
Aug. 29-30.
Registration for the card includes showing a driver’s license as proof of
age and address and taking a photo to be placed on the card. Prospective
card holders will also need to provide their name, phone number and mailing
address.
Cards will be available for pickup from the Administration building beginning Monday, Sept. 4.
If you have had a Golden Cat pass but lost it, you may call (979) 8648038, and a new pass can be reissued without taking a photo.
After Aug. 30, Golden Cats will need to call to schedule an appointment to
have their card made. Passes do not include special parking privileges, and
Wildcat Stadium Senior Citizen parking permits are separate and only available for season ticket holders.

sometimes break down the clot,
and blood starts flowing to the brain
again. That means people who
have TIA typically have the same
symptoms that happen with an ischemic stroke, but those symptoms go
away within a short amount of time.
Most TIAs last only a few minutes,
although sometimes TIA symptoms
may continue for an hour or more
before they fade.
Symptoms of ischemic strokes
and TIAs include sudden weakness
in the face, arm or leg; sudden
face, arm or leg numbness; sudden
difficulty speaking or understanding
others, or sudden difficulty seeing or
walking.
It’s critically important that these
symptoms never be ignored. They
require emergency medical care
immediately. That’s true even if they
go away, as in a TIA. If these symptoms lead to a full stroke, treatment

is available that sometimes can
prevent long-term problems if given
right away. If the symptoms disappear on their own, then doctors
have ways of reducing the risk of a
stroke in the future.
For a person who has had a
TIA or ischemic stroke, testing can
be performed to help identify why
the blockage in the artery occurred.
There are many potential causes of
TIA or ischemic stroke. A small clot
may form in the heart, break free
and travel to a brain artery where
it gets stuck. A buildup of cholesterol-containing fatty deposits in the
arteries, called a plaque, may lead
to a narrowing in the artery, and a
clot may then form at the narrowing,
break free, and cut off the blood
supply to the brain. An abnormality
in the blood may result in excess
clotting that leads to a blockage in
an artery.

Once the underlying cause of a
TIA or ischemic stroke is found, doctors can determine the best strategy
to prevent a future stroke from
occurring. In some cases, treatment
may involve taking medications,
such as aspirin, warfarin or another
blood thinner. In other situations, a
procedure such as angioplasty may
be used to open a clogged artery, or
surgery may be necessary to clear
fatty deposits from arteries that lead
to the brain.
This evaluation and treatment is
vital for preventing another stroke in
the future. Making certain lifestyle
changes can help, too. For example,
controlling high cholesterol, high
blood pressure and diabetes can
reduce the risk of stroke. Not smoking, staying at a healthy weight,
drinking alcohol only in moderation
or not at all, and exercising regularly
also make a difference.
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My Answer by Billy Graham

Mission trip could completely change your life
Q: I’m going on a mission trip
with my church youth group
this summer. We’ll be serving in
a village in a very poor country,
helping to put a roof on their
church and doing some Bible
programs for children. Do you
have any advice? - A.P.
A: I’m thankful your youth
group is doing this; from what
you say, the people in this village
have great needs, and you can
be a real help and encouragement to them. The Bible tells us to
“encourage one another and build
each other up” (1 Thessalonians
5:11).
But God not only wants to work
through you to help others. He
also wants to work in you while
you’re serving the people of this
village. Be alert to His leading,
therefore, asking Him to use this
experience to teach you new
things about Himself and what

He is doing in the world. You may
discover, for example, that in spite
of their poverty, the people of this
village are actually rich in faith and
love. Sometimes our wealth and
comfortable lifestyle get in the way
of a true commitment to Christ.
God may also want to open your
eyes to the needs of the world.
Most people today have very little,
compared with what we have;
many, in fact, face hunger and
disease almost daily. Do we care?
Many also do not know Christ, and
have never had an opportunity to
hear of His love.
Ask God to keep you safe, but
also ask Him to bring you closer
to Christ and to change your life
through this experience. He may
even use the trip to change your
future plans. Jesus said, “The harvest is plentiful but the workers are
few. Ask the Lord of the harvest,
therefore, to send out workers
into his harvest field” (Matthew 9:
37-38).
Tribune Media Services
(Send your queries to “My Answer,” c/
o Billy Graham, Billy Graham Evangelistic Association, 1 Billy Graham Parkway,
Charlotte, N.C., 28201; call 1-(877)
2-GRAHAM, or visit the Web site for the
Billy Graham Evangelistic Association:
www.billygraham.org.)

Did you know?

• For every three million people on Earth, there is one billionaire.
• Worldwide, there are 107 boy babies born for every 100 girl babies.
• Studies have found that humans start showing off when they’re only 9
months old.
• The cost of college in the U.S. has gone up 500% since 1985.
• Researchers have identified 15,152 different types of life forms living on
the New York subway.
• Jamaica, Colombia, and St. Lucia are the only countries where a boss is
more likely to be a woman than a man.

Summer break comes to an end in the middle of summer
(Continued from Page 1)

There are some areas that are
bucking this trend. Seattle and
New York City start on Sept. 9, and
several more on Sept. 8. In those
places, students can enjoy the
Labor Day festivities knowing that
they still have a few days of summer
left.
But, they are probably getting
fewer days off during the school
year. And, chances are that all
those places with September starting dates will still have classes in
June. What may be even worse
than going back to school in August
is to have to be in school in June.
When the public education

system started in the 1800s,
calendars varied depending on the
needs of the community, according to CNN. In cities, schools were
open up to 240 days a year.
Rural schools, on the other
hand, were open for only about five
months over two sessions, in the
winter and summer. During fall and
spring, school was out so children
could help harvest the crops and
help with planting, according to the
news network.
Once public education became
standardized and summer was
set aside for vacations, teachers
found out quickly that when kids
are not in school, they tend not to

learn. So, summer vacations were
shortened, and more breaks were
added during semesters.
The teachers were right. The last
thing on my mind when I pulled into
my job seven summers in a row
was learning. One summer I even
took a calculus book, thinking that
I would study ahead a little for the
fall semester.
You guessed it. I never cracked
it open.
As all those kids in their brand
new clothes excitedly make their
way back to school, go home and
enjoy the quiet. The kids are gone
for a while. It’s adult vacation time
now.
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How things have changed 40 years
after Elvis Presley passed away
(Continued from Page 1)

after school implored me to save
him a copy of the next “Photoplay”
magazine, because he heard they
were going to do an Elvis tribute,
and this might be the last chance he
would ever have to own a memento
of “The King”!!!
Elvis fans resigned themselves
to a future of scouring second-hand
stores for vinyl records and bugging
local DJs to play the occasional
Elvis oldie.
Little did they know that eBay,
Craigslist, YouTube, Amazon, satellite radio and streaming services
would eventually make Elvis more
available than ever.
We knew our troops in Vietnam
had listened to rock music, but who
would have thought our soldiers
would someday be listening to Elvis
in Iraq and Afghanistan?
My parents’ generation clucked
their tongues over how the infamous
“Dr. Nick” (George Nichopoulos)
could keep a nice boy like Elvis
hooked on prescription drugs. Of
course, the opioid crisis of 2017
dwarfs any excesses by Seventies
rock stars.
Only a prophetic futurist would
have thought that “apps” could
someday perform most of the functions handled by Elvis’s “Memphis
Mafia” entourage.
Elvis died at a time when there
was no MTV or rap music, dramatic
TV shows didn’t use hit songs in
their soundtracks, and the Super
Bowl didn’t court pop stars to

perform at halftime. We would have
laughed if someone had suggested
that DISNEY would use an Elvis
song in an animated movie. (But
along came “Burning Love” in “Lilo
& Stitch.”)
Elvis (who was filmed from the
waist up on “The Ed Sullivan Show”
and whose bordello scene was
censored from his 1968 comeback
special) died as standards were
loosening, but few of us anticipated
the language, substance abuse
and sexual situations on network
primetime TV in 2017.
We might have suspected that
Graceland would become a tourist
shrine, but we had no idea we
would someday get there guided by
“GPS” and driving electric cars or
cars fueled by gasoline from “fracking.” Take pictures with something
other than Kodachrome? And what’s
a “selfie”?
Yes, it’s a different world. But
some of our most basic needs
remain. We still need a MIXTURE of
songs about love, heartbreak, fun,
reverence and patriotism.
I hope that the works of Elvis will
remain available for many generations, and that other artists will try
their best to stir all the emotions that
Elvis stirred.
If they do, I’ll say, “Thank you.
Thankyouverymuch.”
(c) 2017 Danny Tyree. Danny
welcomes email responses at
tyreetyrades@aol.com and visits
to his Facebook fan page “Tyree’s
Tyrades.”
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Missing the old neighbors and remembering growing up where it was simpler and friendlier
By Tom Purcell

Special to The Bulletin

Two of my family’s old neighbors
passed away a few weeks ago, and
it makes me sad.
My family’s old neighborhood was
like many suburban neighborhoods
that sprouted up in the 1960s.
Many of the people who moved
there grew up in the city. All of them
wanted big yards in which their kids
could play.
Many wanted to be near St.
Germaine Catholic Church and its
elementary school. Parents wanted
their children to master solid values
and receive an excellent education.
And the good nuns at St. Germaine
sure did deliver.
We moved into our new house in
1964, when I was 2. It was a basic,

square house - brick on the bottom,
white siding on the top. It was a
no-frills house designed for raising
children.
And there were a lot of children.
I was born at the tail end of the
baby boom. Neighbor kids were
everywhere. The Gillens had four;
the Greenaways, four; the Kriegers,
five, and so on.
It was, in some ways, a tough
time to be an adult. Most families
got by on a single income.
Fathers worked and fretted over
the bills, while most mothers, who
lacked the career opportunities they
have today, stayed home and worried about the kids.
But it was a great time to be a
kid. Moms kept a watch on the
neighborhood, leaving us free to

go outside and play. We dammed
creeks to make pools, built shacks
with supplies scavenged from newhousing sites, and jumped our bikes
off of plywood ramps.
There was only one major rule a
kid had to abide by: We’d better be
home in time for supper.
Every kid had a unique sound to
call him home. My father went with
a deep, booming, “Tom, dinner!
Tom, dinner!” I could hear him a
mile away.
When moms did the calling,
they always used full names. They
often sang, too, as my Aunt Jane
did when calling Mike and Kevin
home: “Miiiiiikkkeeelllll, Keeeeevvvviiiiiinnnnn, suuuuuppppppeeerrrr!”
All of the parents in our neighborhood were children of the Depres-

sion, whose families had very little
money when they grew up.
Some served in World War II and
others, like my father, served during
the Korean War. They took the first
good job they could find, married
young and, despite their modest
means, began families right away.
They scrimped and saved and did
everything they could to help their
children have better opportunities
than they had.
They lived simply and honestly.
They paid their bills on time. They
voted. They volunteered at their
churches and schools. They didn’t
expect others to do for them or give
them anything they didn’t earn for
themselves.
They supported each other
in times of need. Every time my
mother had a baby, the other mothers showed up with meatloaf, side
dishes and dessert! If a dad suffered
a broken leg, the other dads took
turns mowing his lawn.
All of these parents raised kids
who are doing well in life. After

many years of toiling and sacrificing
on behalf of their children, they got
to see them blossom.
Most of their kids went on to
college and fruitful careers. Their
children blessed them with grandchildren and, now, great-grandchildren.
Now in their 80s, these parents
enjoyed far more blessings over
their long lives than they ever
expected - their country flourished
over that time beyond their wildest
dreams.
It makes me sad that they are
passing on now. To me, they
represent a happy, uncomplicated,
prosperous time in American history
that is gone forever.
© 2017 Tom Purcell. Tom Purcell,
author of “Misadventures of a
1970’s Childhood” and “Wicked Is
the Whiskey,” a Sean McClanahan mystery novel, both available
at Amazon.com, is a Pittsburgh
Tribune-Review humor columnist. Send comments to Tom at
Tom@TomPurcell.com.

1950s trivia
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• President Eisenhower’s nickname, “Ike,” was a shortening of his last
name, not his first. When he was a child he was called “Little Ike,” since
his brother Edgar was “Big Ike.”
• America’s birth rate in the 1950s was higher than India’s. During the
decade, the American population increased by 30 million.
• The first 3-D movie opened in Los Angeles in November 1953. It was
titled Bwana Devil.
• Elvis Presley’s first number-one hit, “Heartbreak Hotel,” was inspired
by a real-life suicide note. In 1955 a well-dressed Miami man destroyed his
identity papers and killed himself, leaving behind a note that said, I walk a
lonely street. Guitarist Tommy Durden and his friend Mae Axton wrote the
song on the theme in half an hour, incorporating the line from the suicide
note into the first verse.
• Eisenhower spent most of his career as a professional soldier, but his
parents were pacifist Mennonites.
• U-2 spy plane pilot Gary Powers had been given a silver dollar that
split open to reveal a pin charged with a powerful toxin, allowing him to
commit suicide if captured. Powers chose not to use the pin after being
shot down and parachuting to the ground. His Soviet captors tried it on a
dog, which died in ninety seconds.
• Eisenhower renamed the presidential retreat in Maryland’s Catoctin
Mountains “Camp David” in honor of his grandson. When it was first built
for Franklin Roosevelt, it was originally called “Shangri-La.”
• Number of drive-in movie screens in the US in 1958, the peak of the
business: 4,063.
• Number of years in a row in which Eisenhower was the most “admired
man in the world,” according to Gallup polls: 7.
• Number of television sets in the U.S. in 1946: 7,000. Number in 1960:
50 million.
• Edsel: An automobile released by Ford in 1957 that was noted for its
gaudy design and fancy gadgets. It flopped, proving there were limits to
customers’ appetites for increasingly novel and fanciful cars.

BC’s Kids College summer program
finishes with record turnout

It was a historic summer for Brazosport College’s Kids College.
Nearly 400 children, ages 6 through 12, recently participated in BC’s popular summer program, Brazosport Kids College. The program, which is offered
through Brazosport College Community Education, finished the summer with
390 participating students.
Brazosport Kids College consisted of two week-long programs for kids,
with children 6-8 participating in the first week, followed by kids 9-12 in the
second week.
“This was a dream year, and we had a dream team,” said Brazosport College Community Education Youth Program Coordinator Shelley McCoy. “We
had the best instructors, volunteers, students, everything. To my knowledge,
this was the largest enrollment that we’ve had. It was just a wonderful year.”
Both sessions were filled, with 200 kids participating the first week and
190 in the second week.
Children had a blast in the different activities, which included everything
from cooking, sign language, archery, science and technology, martial arts,
video games, horse riding and more. Kids even had an opportunity to participate in a reptile class, in which they came face-to-face with snakes, lizards,
giant turtles and other reptiles.
BC Community Education offers Brazosport Kids College every
summer. To learn more about Brazosport Kids College or other programs
offered through BC Community Education, call (979) 230-3600 or visit
www.brazosport.edu/ce.

These foods will fuel your workout
Mayo Clinic News Network (TNS)

You’ve got the footwear. But, do
you have the fuel for your workout?
Food is your body’s fuel, so it’s
important to eat before exercise.
Choosing the right nutrients at the
right time can make your effort more
effective.
“Carbohydrate is the source of
that energy your muscles need,”
says Angie Murad, a wellness dietitian at Mayo Clinic’s Healthy Living
Program.
Murad says, if possible, eat a
balanced meal a few hours before
pumping iron or hitting the trail.
Avoid fats, limit fiber and include a
variety of natural carbs from grains,
fruits and milk.
“For breakfast, you could have
oatmeal with a little brown sugar
and some raisins,” explains Murad.
“A glass of milk with it and some
berries.”
And, if you’ve got less than an
hour until your workout, focus solely
on the carbs.
“That’s the primary energy
source,” adds Murad.
She suggests a sports drink, a
serving of your favorite fruit or even
a small jam sandwich. And sports
gels and gummies can also give a
quick carb boost.
“I would recommend focusing
more on foods first,” says Murad.

“But, if you’re in a pinch, and you
need something easy, they are
options.”
They’re options for fuel to go
along with the footwear.

Diet Tips
Go for high-fiber carbs, such as
brown rice, wholemeal bread, jacket
potatoes and wholewheat pasta.
They contain more fiber than the
‘white’ varieties and so will help to
fill you up. Don’t add too much extra
fat to them though.
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Children enjoy playing the board game, Sequence, during a 6-to-8-year-old Math Magic class at Brazosport
Kids College this summer.
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Palio di Siena
500 years of history in 90 seconds
By Rick Steves

Tribune Content Agency

In the gorgeously preserved
Tuscan hill town of Siena, Italy, the
Middle Ages seem to survive in the
architecture and in the civic spirit.
The city is known both for its pride
and for its independent attitude.
And twice a year, that spirit shows
itself in a crazy horse race, as it has
for five centuries.
That world-famous race, the
Palio di Siena, takes place twice
every summer - on July 2 and
August 16 - and the city’s people
hurl themselves into the traditional
revelry of the event with abandon.
As my friend Roberto explained
when I visited to
see last year’s
race, “For the
Sienese, you’re
born ... there’s the Palio ... and then
you can die.”
Siena is divided into 17
neighborhoods, or “contrade,” 10
of which vie for the coveted Palio
banner - and all-important bragging
rights. Each competing contrada
gets its horse through a lottery and
then showers it with love, washing
and grooming it in a stable that’s
more like a five-star hotel. Contrade
- each with its own parish church,
fountain, and square - are filled with
rivalries. Each contrada is represented by a mascot (porcupine,
unicorn, she-wolf, and so on) and
a distinctive flag - colors worn and
flown all year long, but omnipresent
as the race nears.
While the race itself lasts just 90
seconds, festivities go on for days.
As Palio day approaches, processions break out across the city,
including one in which the famed
and treasured banner - featuring
the Virgin Mary, to whom the race
is dedicated - is held high as it is
paraded to the cathedral. Locals
belt out passionate good-luck
choruses. With the waving flags
and pounding drums, it all harkens
back to medieval times, when these
rituals boosted morale before battle.
The day before the race I joined
a crowd in the main square, Il
Campo, to see the jockeys - mostly
hired hands from out of town - get
to know their horses in a practice
run called the “charge of the cara-

binieri.” At midnight that night, the
streets were filled with eating, drinking, singing, and camaraderie, as
neighborhoods gathered to pump
each other up.
On race day, bets are placed
on which contrada will win ... and
lose. Despite the shady behindthe-scenes dealing, the horses are
taken into their contrada’s church
to be blessed. (“Go and return
victorious,” says the priest.) It’s
considered a sign of luck if a horse
leaves droppings in the church.
In Il Campo, dirt is brought in and
packed down to create the track’s
surface, while mattresses pad the
walls of surrounding buildings. The
most treacherous spots are the
sharp corners,
where many a
rider has bitten the dust.
The entire city of Siena packs
into Il Campo. Bleacher and
balcony seats are expensive, but
it’s free to join the masses in the
square. Those who are well-connected get to watch from the
comfort of an apartment window.
Roberto’s friend, Franco, shared
his apartment overlooking the race
course ... and we enjoyed the best
seats in town. From this vantage
point, we watched as the square
filled, with pageantry unfolding,
flags waving, and excitement building.
Finally, it was time. A cart pulled
by oxen carried the Palio banner
into the arena and the crowd went
wild. As the starting places were
announced, 10 snorting horses
and their nervous riders lined up to
await the start. Silence took over.
And then...
The race! Once the rope drops,
there’s one basic rule: There are no
rules. The jockeys race bareback
like crazy while spectators go berserk. In Siena, life stops for these
frantic three laps. Up in the apartment, Roberto and Franco held
their breath. And then, the winner:
Lupa, the she-wolf district.
We zipped out into the street
to join the ecstatic mobs coursing
toward the cathedral. The happy
“Lupa-Lupa-Lupa!” horde thundered
through town, weeping with joy. At
the cathedral, the crowd packed in,

Rick Steve’s Europe

The crowd looks on as an oxen cart pulls the Palio banner through Siena’s main square. (Rick Steves, Rick
Steves’ Europe)
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years of tradition, still going strong.
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Ways you can escape the dreaded middle airline seat
By Holly Johnson
TravelPulse (TNS)

Somebody has to sit in the
middle, right? If you hate the
middle, however, you can minimize
your chances by planning ahead.
Here’s how:
SELECT YOUR SEATS EARLY
Most major airlines allow you
to select your seats on many
paid fares and award fares. If you
don’t select your seat when you
purchase your ticket, you can
generally log into your account

(or search for your flight using your
confirmation number) and select
your seats later.
BOOK EARLY BOARDING
If you have an assigned seat,
you’re probably safe. But, what if
your airline doesn’t assign seats at
all?
Yep, I’m talking about Southwest
Airlines, a carrier that boards by
groups instead.
If you want to make sure you sit
where you want, you can pay $15
per leg for early boarding. This will

get you in the “A” group, which
means you’ll have your pick of
seats before others board the
plane.
DON’T BOOK BASIC ECONOMY
Some fare types don’t allow you
to select a seat — specifically, the
basic economy fare. These fares
are marketed as “bare bones,” and
they are.
If you want to avoid the middle,
avoid basic economy fares, or be
willing to pay a little extra for a seat
assignment.

When a story is
more than just
a story
(Continued from Page 1)

around completely, send me back to
college (literally, via the GI Bill) and
set me on a much more responsible
path. But the nervous young guy,
unable to see the future, holding
that book during that long-ago
airplane ride faced a challenging
and daunting reality at the end of it:
basic training.
When the plane landed in San
Francisco, a bunch of us recruits
were herded into an olive drab (a
color we would get used to) army
bus and driven down to Fort Ord,
given bowls of lukewarm soup by a
disgruntled private in the late night,
and taken to an old Beetle Bailey
type barracks.
When everybody else stretched
out on narrow metal bunks (we’d
get used to those, too) I found the
only lighted room in the two-story
wooden building, the latrine. Where
I read the first chapter or two of
The Godfather before turning in
and getting a few hours’ sleep until
a fireplug of a drill sergeant, in the
wee hours of the next morning,
charged into the big room bellowing
out a blood-curdling promise that
our lives would be a living hell for
the next eight weeks.

It turned out he generally
delivered on that vow, particularly,
I recall, when prodding us through
double-time marches in combat
boots and full gear through the
surging, cold (even in August),
knee-high surf of the Pacific.
But what kept those weeks
from being a total hell for me
was, believe it or not, that paperback novel. In the precious few
minutes of reading time I could
fit in every day between physical
training, classroom instruction, late
night inspections, early morning
inspections, long marches to firing
ranges, and literally hundreds,
maybe thousands, of pushups, I
managed to get “The Godfather”
read before graduation.
Then, when I was sent across
Fort Ord to my specialized training
school – it was determined I would
be a 71B10, a clerk-typist (surely
not a title used now; I suspect no
typewriters survive in the modern
military) – I had more time on my
hands to read and make my way
through something like two books
from the base library a week until
I completed the course and went
home for Christmas leave.
Here’s the point of this little saga,
not uncommon to countless folks
of that generation: Those books
provided, for me, much more than
entertainment. They offered other
worlds to go to when I needed to
distance myself from the one I was
actually in.
Years later, when I became a
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writer and a teacher of people
who wanted to be one, I reminded
my students that we can only tell
stories, hopefully to the best of our
abilities, to relate them. We can’t
know what an individual reader
needs that story to be in his or her
current and unique situation. But
if it’s a good yarn, well-structured
and well-told, it might just serve a
purpose we can never envision.
A paperback novel I bought
forty-five years ago today in an
airport gift shop served as proof
positive, for me, that a book, story,
play, poem, or even a song can
sometimes work a kind of magic
that goes beyond mere enjoyment
or enlightenment. It can be therapy.
It can be a temporary escape pod.
I reread “The Godfather” a few
years ago and discovered that it
wasn’t particularly well-written,
certainly inferior to the screen
adaption and even other books by
its author. But that’s okay. It was
exactly what I needed it to be at the
time.
Happy anniversary, young
Ronnie Rozelle from Oakwood in
your lonely airplane seat back on
August 2nd 1972. You’ll survive
boot camp. That book you’re holding will be a big part of the reason.
Ron Rozelle’s columns can be
accessed at ronrozellewordsmith
.wordpress.com. He is the author
of “Writer’s Digest’s Write Great
Fiction: Description & Setting,”
and nine other books of fiction and
nonfiction.
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Excuses to go outside and play
Tribune News Service (TNS)

— Design Your Own Box Kite (Seedling)
This high-quality kit (we wouldn’t expect anything else
from Seedling) includes a foldout box kite, tubes of fabric
paint, and other materials that you and your little one(s) can
use to create a one-of-a-kind soaring, dodging, flying, masterpiece that you’ll use over and over again. All you need is
time, imagination, and lots of wind. For ages 8+. About $30.
https://www.seedling.com
— DIY Build N’ Fly Drone Kit (FlyBlocks)
With most drones, you open the box, take out your
already-assembled drone, plug it in, put batteries in the
control unit, and in a few hours, you’re good to go. That’s
wonderful, but with this FlyBlocks kit, you get to be the technician and engineer as well as the pilot. There are a total of
72 snap-together pieces, including building blocks, motors,
and blades. Choose from four models with either four or
six motors, and whether you and your child are first-time
flyers or drone experts, you’ll have a blast working together
to build, fly, crash, and rebuild this durable kit. Promotes
collaboration, creativity, and fun. For ages 8+. About $60.
https://www.flyblocks.com

Please let Bulletin advertisers know that you saw
their ads in the paper, and always shop locally
when possible.
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Viewing the eclipse
By Sam Killenberg

The News & Observer (Raleigh, N.C.) (TNS)

RALEIGH, N.C. — With the solar eclipse
less than a month away, eclipse viewing
glasses are in high demand among people
hoping to get a glimpse of the rare event.
But NASA, the National Aeronautics and
Space Administration, warns that many
eclipse viewing glasses on the market may
be unsafe.
Many glasses may not have lenses that
are certified by the International Organization for Standardization (ISO), meaning their
lenses may not provide adequate protection
from looking directly at the sun, according to
NASA.
The total solar eclipse, the first to cross
the entire continental U.S. since 1918, will
occur on Aug. 21. Looking at it without proper
protection can cause serious and permanent
damage to your eyes.
Eclipse viewing glasses are necessary to
look directly at the eclipse while the sun is
partly covered. During the two-minute “totality,” when the sun is completely blocked, it is
safe to take the glasses off.
NASA recommends buying eclipse viewing
glasses from any one of just five companies:
American Paper Optics, Baader Planetarium,
Rainbow Symphony, Thousand Oaks Optical
and TSE 17. American Paper Optics is the
largest of those companies, with sales reaching 500,000 pairs of glasses per day in the
weeks leading up to the eclipse, according to
USA Today.
NASA also recommends eclipse viewers
ensure that the ISO certification number
12312-2 and the manufacturer’s address are
printed on viewing glasses.
Solar eclipse glasses can be bought in
stores, including some Walmart and Lowe’s
Home Improvement locations, according to
the American Astronomical Society, which
helped NASA compile a list of reputable
manufacturers.
But glasses from companies not recommended by NASA are readily available
online, where it is sometimes hard to tell the
difference between safe and potentially risky
glasses.
Of the eight “Best Seller” glasses in that
search, three claimed to be manufactured
by American Paper Optics and one by TSE
17. The other four were manufactured by
companies not included in NASA’s recommendations.
Online news outlet Quartz reports that
some of the American Paper Optics glasses
sold on Amazon are counterfeit. A key identifier is the shape of the earpieces; authentic
APO glasses have a squared-off earpiece
shape, while counterfeit APO products may
have rounded ears, according to Quartz.
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LIBRA (Sept. 23-Oct. 22): Tread water if a major commitment of loyalty or money is on the table. Delay making
major financial decisions or transactions until the second
half of the week. Avoid making unnecessary criticisms at
work.
SCORPIO (Oct. 23-Nov. 21): Put your best foot
forward. You could be the target of someone’s romantic
ardor or tempted by a casual flirtation in the upcoming
week. Play it cool, since a decision about a relationship
or commitment could backfire.
SAGITTARIUS (Nov. 22-Dec. 21): The unpredictability of others could make you uncomfortable in the week
ahead. By staying calm, rational, and even-tempered,
you can win brownie points on the career front and maintain peace at home.
CAPRICORN (Dec. 22-Jan. 19): A fresh sense of
purpose and a new cycle of accomplishment may commence as this week unfolds. Your strength lies in your
adept touch with finances and an ability to adjust to
quickly changing scenarios.
AQUARIUS (Jan. 20-Feb. 18): Treat others with the
same respect and consideration that you would like to
be shown in return. Get bills paid today to avoid mix-ups
or criticism later in the week. A key relationship might
experience ups and downs.
PISCES (Feb. 19-March 20): Turn on the cruise control and just “keep on trucking.” Don’t make any sudden
changes, stops, or starts in the week ahead. Opposition
to your plans or a temporary roadblock can prevent you
from making headway.

History of the World
Aug. 14: ON THIS DATE in
1900, international forces, including U.S. Marines, entered Beijing
(then known as Peking) to put
down the Boxer Rebellion, which
was aimed at purging China of
foreign occupiers. In 1935, the
Social Security Act became law,
creating unemployment insurance
and pension plans for the elderly.
Aug. 15: ON THIS DATE in
1057, Macbeth, king of Scotland,
was slain in battle by the son
of Shakespeare’s fictional King
Duncan, whom Macbeth had
murdered 17 years earlier to
gain the throne. (Donnchad mac
Crinain, king of Scotland (Alba)
from 1034 to 1040, was the basis
for the play’s character.) In 1969,
the Woodstock Music and Art Fair
opened in upstate New York.
Aug. 16: ON THIS DATE in
1861, President Lincoln prohibited
the states of the Union from trading with the seceding Confederate

states. In 1977, singer Elvis Presley died at his Graceland home in
Memphis, Tenn. at age 42.
Aug. 17: ON THIS DATE in
1896, a prospecting party discovered gold in Alaska, a finding
that touched off the Klondike gold
rush. In 1969, Hurricane Camille
killed 248 people when it struck
Mississippi’s Gulf Coast.
Aug. 18: ON THIS DATE in
1587, Virginia Dare became the
first child of English parents to be
born on American soil, on what
is now Roanoke Island, N.C. In
1963, James Meredith became
the first black student to graduate
from the University of Mississippi.
Aug. 19: ON THIS DATE
in 1848, the New York Herald
reported the discovery of gold in
California, setting off the California Gold Rush. In 1934, a plebiscite in Germany approved the
vesting of sole executive power
in Chancellor Adolf Hitler after

By Mark Andrews

Tribune Content Agency

the death of President Paul von
Hindenburg.
Aug. 20: ON THIS DATE in
1940, during World War II, British
Prime Minister Winston Churchill
said of the Royal Air Force, “Never
in the field of human conflict was
so much owed by so many to so
few.” In 1968, the Soviet Union
and other Warsaw Pact nations
invaded Czechoslovakia, which
had begun sowing some political
wild oats - unthinkable at that time
in the ironclad Soviet bloc.
Answer to last week’s
question: This week in 1956,
former Illinois Gov. Adlai E.
Stevenson was nominated as the
Democratic candidate for president.
This week’s question: In
1858, a series of now-famous
debates between senatorial
contenders began in Illinois. Who
were the two candidates, and
which ultimately won?

Jumble Answers
Jumbles: BUDDY AFTER PULPIT EXCESS
Answer: He was this after hearing the details of his job severance package -- FIRED UP

ARIES (March 21-April 19): Savor close personal
ties in the week ahead and concentrate on protecting
joint assets. Circumstances could force you to part
with a few hard-earned pennies, but don’t jump wholeheartedly into a spending spree.
TAURUS (April 20-May 20): Walk the middle path
in the week to come. It is easy to go to extremes of
emotion if you compete for someone’s affections. Don’t
let a fleeting obsession blind you to the facts. Possessiveness can cause a rift.
GEMINI (May 21-June 20): Hold your horses. The
next several days are not the best time to negotiate,
make a business decision, or start a new project. Wait
until the second half of the week to obtain cooperation
and bypass roadblocks to success.
CANCER (June 21-July 22): Impulsiveness or recklessness could make a job more difficult or a health
problem worse. In the week ahead, adopting a rational
approach will ensure that demonstrations of love and
affection are real and valid.
LEO (July 23-Aug. 22): Actions speak louder than
words in the week ahead when career and business are concerned. If you are in search of fame and
fortune, know that power shifts can put the spotlight on
you. Be prepared to work diligently.
VIRGO (Aug. 23-Sept. 22): If it ain’t broke, don’t fix
it. In the week ahead ignore an itch to make adjustments to plans or to impulsively challenge a loved one.
The grapevine might buzz about you or a significant
other, but it is all good news.

SIDELINE CHATTER
By Dwight Perry

The Seattle Times (TNS)

He went deep
Falcons receiver Julio Jones
lost a $150,000 earring while
jet-skiing on a lake. That’s what
you call a costly drop.
Out at home
Rockies closer Greg Holland,
the MLB saves leader, sliced the
index finger on his right throwing
hand in a kitchen accident.
Or, as the PITCHf/x system
described it for the injury report,
a cutter on the outside part of
the plate.
Don’t quoth a Raven
Ravens owner Steve Biscotti
says he talked to Ray Lewis
about the ramifications of signing controversial QB Colin Kaepernick. What, Ray Rice wasn’t
available?
Brown-and-out
Cleveland’s NFL team hasn’t
won its season opener since
2004. Browns fan to an Indians
fan: “What’s a quality start?”
All in the details
The Rays’ Evan Longoria
became the first player in

major-league history to need
a replay-review reversal (on a
ninth-inning double) to hit for the
cycle.
When others begin matching
the feat, no doubt, MLB stat nuts
will add the further distinction
of “by a right-handed-hitting,
California-born third baseman
on natural grass on the road in a
night game.”
Beam Bite Dept.
Gold-medal gymnast Simone
Biles posted a 27-second video
clip on Twitter that shows her
coming out of an anesthetic
haze after having her wisdom
teeth removed.
Talk about degree of difficulty:
The oral surgeon described
the procedure as a Khorkina II
dismount with 21/2 twists.
Fasten your seat belts
Emergency rooms treat
30,000 annually for injuries from
amusement-park accidents.
And you think the Mariners’
annual roller-coaster adventure
is a rough ride?
Headlines
—At TheKicker.com: “Brady
turns 40, eligible for NFL seniorcitizen discount on next fine.”
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MR. MORRIS

By Rick Brooks

BROOM HILDA

By Russel Myers

ANIMAL CRACKERS

By Fred Wagner

Scramble solutions: use a mirror to check your answers

THE MIDDLETONS

Did you know?

• Beast from ‘Beauty and the
Beast’ has the head of a buffalo,
body of a bear, mane of a lion,
tusks of a boar, with the legs of a
wolf.
• One in every 30 million lobsters is yellow.
• Ninety-four percent of people
who were prevented from jumping off the Golden Gate Bridge
between 1937 and 1971 are still

alive or died naturally.
• Loving someone and being
loved in return makes wounds
heal faster, due to the release of
oxytocin in the blood.
• Staying sexually active in old
age is linked to higher cognitive
functioning and a sharper mind.
• Every year, women lose
approximately 1.73 billion bobby
pins.

CHARMY’S ARMY

By Ralph Dunagin and Dana Summers

By Davey Jones

ACROSS
1 Bid with a weak hand, often
6 Nikon D5300, e.g.
9 Team up with
13 “Ya think?!”
14 Like newly Botoxed skin
16 Clip contents
17 Young fella
18 When Valjean adopts Cosette
19 Sorento and Sedona
20 Bar exhortation

23 Firetruck tool
25 Kerfuffle
26 It can cover a lot
27 “Defence of Fort M’Henry” poet
33 “Total Recall” (2012) director
Wiseman
34 Out-and-out
35 Designer Klein
36 Acting coach Hagen
37 “Don’t text and drive” ad, briefly
38 Lodging provider

Solutions on the right side of this page
In memory of Greg Wilkinson

DOWN
1 Medium of much Chinese art
2 Luau chow
3 Tack on
4 Out-of-the-blue
5 “Scat!”
6 Shows confidence and pride
7 Cause of much intolerance?
8 Babe or Baby
9 Capital of Indonesia
10 Overlook
11 All-in-one Apple
12 Quick bite
15 Connect with
21 Bides one’s time
22 Bean cover?
23 Playground response
24 Second word of Coleridge’s
“Kubla Khan”
27 Blunders
28 Flagstick holder
29 It’s swung by some pinch hitters
30 Prepares to be knighted
31 Trick
32 Long (for)
39 “__ say more?”
40 Decryption org.
43 Make easier to read, in a way
45 Fits in a cabin?
48 Hummus, e.g.
49 Publisher’s guidelines
50 Gently towel off
54 Slight lead
55 Tough navy guy
56 Case units, often
57 Many a Meccan
58 Tends tots
62 Military address
63 Manjula’s husband, on “The
Simpsons”
64 “You betcha!”
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Solutions

BOGGLE ANSWERS
ARGO ROCKY GANDHI PATTON CHICAGO SPOTLIGHT

Bulletin Crossword Puzzle of the Week
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41 Up-in-the-air approx.
Complete the grid so each row, column
42 “This doesn’t __ well ... “
and 3-by-3 box (in bold borders) contains
44 Wingtip strings
every digit 1 to 9. For strategies on how to
46 Get someone’s name wrong, e.g.
solve Sudoku, visit www.sudoku.org.uk.
47 “Let’s do it!”
51 Rim
52 Wine stain color
53 Egyptian slitherer
54 Magician suggested by the ends
of 20-, 27- and 47-Across
59 Sweet pea
60 Seafood restaurant order
61 “In my view ... “
65 Crew of buddies
66 Long-drawn-out account
67 Poppycock
68 Alternatively
69 Get into the pool
70 Silver dollar topper
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